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Determination of 39K scattering lengths using photoassociation spectroscopy of the 0g
2 state
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Threshold scattering properties of39K atoms are extracted from a line-shape analysis of photoassociation
data. Specifically, we consider the rovibrational levels (v850 –6) populated in the photoassociation process
K(4S)1K(4S)1\v→K2* @0g

2(v8,J8)#. The measured spectra exhibit several general trends, including large
J852 linewidths, large relativeJ854 peak intensities, and odd rotational lines which are weak or missing. The
evenJ8 features signal the presence of ad-wave shape resonance in the ground-state collisions. The combi-
nation of spectral features allows us to place the following limits on the ground-state singlet and triplet

scattering lengths,as514029
16 a.u. andat521720.045(C62C̄6)625 a.u.,C̄653800 a.u.
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PACS number~s!: 32.70.2n, 32.80.Pj, 33.15.Pw, 33.20.Vq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first realization of Bose-Einstein condensat
~BEC! in a dilute gas of Rb atoms@1# three years ago, re
searchers have performed an impressive array of experim
probing the dynamics and physical characteristics of s
condensates. This experimental impetus has led to a l
body of theoretical work devoted to the analysis of pres
~and future! experiments. Although the theoretical tec
niques employed to describe the underlying physics h
been quite diverse, they are connected by a common thr
That is, the effective interaction between particles in the c
densate is modeled using the two-bodys-wave scattering
lengtha. Knowledge of this single collision parametera ~and
of course experimental trap parameters! has allowed theorists
to successfully describe a multitude of experimental obs
vations such as excitation frequencies, size@2#, and rate of
formation @3# of the condensates.

Unfortunately,ab initio calculations of the two-body mo
lecular interactions have proved unable to determine se
tive quantities such as the scattering length to sufficient
curacy. To date, it has only been through the collaboration
experiment and theory thata has been established with re
sonable precision. Photoassociation~PA! spectroscopy@4#
has proven to be an extremely useful tool in this regard.
example, the scattering lengths are known quite accura
for Li @5#, Na @6#, Rb @7#, and to a lesser extent Cs@8#
primarily through the analysis of PA experiments. Notab
absent from this list is potassium, an omission which is
dressed now in this article. An independent analysis of
39K 1u spectrum also addresses this situation@9#.

Photoassociation is the process by which an excited
lecular bound state is resonantly formed during the collis
of two free atoms through photoexcitation, e.g., with a C
laser. In our case, we consider two39K atoms in their 4S

*Present address: National Institute of Standards and Techno
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8423.
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ground states colliding in the presence of a weak laser fi
that excites them to a rovibrational bound level of the el
tronically excited 0g

2 state whose dissociation limit is th
4S14P3/2 threshold. The 0g

2 adiabatic potential curve is cre
ated by a long range avoided crossing between a repul
3Pg state dissociating to the 4S14P1/2 threshold and an
attractive 3Sg

1 state dissociating to the 4S14P3/2 threshold
@10,11#. The inner wall of the 0g

2 potential in K2 lies at an
internuclear separationR;40 a.u. Such a large inner turnin
point implies that the electronic wave functions of the tw
atoms do not overlap significantly and thus the excited s
potential, as well as the molecular dipole matrix elemen
can be determined solely from atomic parameters which
known quite accurately. In addition, the rovibrational wa
functions used in this analysis span a range of internuc
separations from 40–80 a.u.~see Fig. 1!. An investigation of
the spectroscopic line shapes and relative intensities
therefore provide information on the ground-state wave fu
tions over this same range via the free-bound Franck-Con
factors. Determination of the nodal pattern of the groun
states-wave function over this range ofR generally suffices
to predict the two-body scattering lengtha accurately.

Previous estimates of K scattering lengths have appe
in the literature@12,13#. However, in both cases the wor
was based on conventional molecular spectroscopy@14,15#
which provided information on the ground-state potenti
only over the rangeR55 –30 a.u. In addition, the last mea
sured bound state was approximately 1.7 cm21 below the
4S14S threshold, too low to extrapolate reliably to thres
old. The analysis presented in this paper makes use of
the conventional spectroscopic data as well as the new
experimental data and thus provides a more reliable pre
tion for the K scattering lengths.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental setup has been described in detail e
where@16,17#. However, we provide here a brief descriptio
for completeness. In particular, we focus on the experime
y,
4417 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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4418 PRA 60BURKE, GREENE, BOHN, WANG, GOULD, AND STWALLEY
checks taken to ensure the quality of the data.
A sample of 107 39K atoms, density.1011 atoms/cm3 at

a temperature of;400 mK are prepared in a ‘‘dark spot’
vapor cell magneto-optical trap~MOT!. The atoms are
trapped predominately in theirf a51 hyperfine state (fWa

5sWa1 iWa ,i a53/2). Separate single-mode tunable ri
Ti:sapphire lasers~Coherent CR 899-29! provide the trap-
ping beams and induce the PA transitions. The total ou
power of the trapping laser is;300 mW at 766.5 nm while
the PA laser intensity is typically 50 mW/cm2. The analysis
presented below concentrates on thev850 –6 vibrational
levels of the 0g

2 state. For these low lying states, trap lo
spectra are not easily observed because the local kinetic
ergy is not large enough to allow atoms to escape from
trap when the excited vibrational state decays throu
bound-free spontaneous emission of a photon. Detectio
the PA resonances is therefore obtained by recording
production after a double-resonance transition from theg

2

rovibrational state to an autoionizing 1u state below the
highly excited 4S1nD (n55 or 6) asymptote@19#. In
particular, a tunable ring dye laser~Coherent CR899-29, op
erated with R110 or R6G dyes! provides the second photon
at frequencyv2 and typical intensity 12 W/cm2, for the
double-resonance process and a channeltron multip
records the subsequent production of ions. More det
about the high-resolution PA spectroscopy of the 0g

2 state
can be found in Ref.@17#.

Several measures have been taken to ascertain the
ence of light atv2 on the PA spectrum of the 0g

2 state. First,
spectra have been recorded using final autoionizing st
below both the 4S15D and 4S16D asymptotes. Represen
tative examples of these spectra are shown in Fig. 2. Th

FIG. 1. Schematic of the ground- and excited-state poten
~dashed lines! and wave functions~solid lines!. The ground-state
thresholds are labeled by theirf a1 f b quantum numbers. The
ground-state wave functions were calculated at zero energy rel
to the 111 threshold. The excited state wave functions corresp
to the lowest and highest vibrational levels (v850 and 6, respec-
tively! used in the analysis. The graph is not to scale.
ut
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highly excited final states are structureless and broad@19#
with widths ranging from;1 GHz for levels near the 4S
15D limit to ;2 GHz for levels near the 4S16D asymp-
tote. General trends in the PA spectra of the 0g

2 state, such
as, weak or missing oddJ8 rotational levels, anomalousJ8
52 linewidths, and largeJ854 relative intensities were con
sistent in both cases. The only noticeable differences oc
in theJ854 relative intensity which was typically a factor o
1.5–2 bigger in the spectra observed using final states be
the 4S16D limit. This difference is attributed to slightly
hotter atoms in the MOT~based on linewidths! and the
broader final state.

PA spectra of the 0g
2 state were measured by fixingv2 to

a 0g
2(v8J852)→1u(v) transition near the 4S1nD asymp-

tote, then scanning the PA laser frequency. We found
changingv2 by the differences between theJ852 and 0
levels and between theJ852 and 4 levels affected only th
J854 relative intensity by roughly a factor of 1.5 while pre
serving all other trends in the data~see for example Fig. 3!.
Changing the power atv2 only affected the total ion produc
tion rate. In addition, we varied the PA laser intensity by
factor of 2 and observed no noticeable power broadenin

III. THEORY

A previous analysis of the23Na 0g
2 spectrum@6# has

shown that two color photoassociation line shapes can

ls

ve
d

FIG. 2. Representative examples of the 0g
2 v850 spectra ob-

tained using autoionizing final states below the 4S15D and the
4S16D thresholds. The rotational assignmentJ8 of each peak is
indicated in the graphs.
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PRA 60 4419DETERMINATION OF 39K SCATTERING LENGTHS . . .
accurately modeled by explicitly considering the first P
step alone provided the second transition is to a broad, st
tureless final state. For a cloud of atoms at temperaturT,
and an angular laser frequencyv, the expected free-boun
transition signal is given by@6,20#

S~v8,J8,v,T!5h (
b8p8 f lpa

nf~2l 11!

3E
0

`

dE
e2E/kBTz^fp8b8

v8J8 u\VuC f lpa
E & z2

~E1\v2Ev8J8!21~g/2!2
.

~1!

The structure of this expression is as follows: A resona
denominator describes the transition from an incident c
tinuum energyE to the bound state energyEv8J8 and incor-
porates the excited state’s radiative linewidthg. We assume
that the second laser atv2 and hyperfine structure contribut
negligibly to the observed linewidth. These assumptio
should be reasonable considering the low laser power
volved and small hyperfine splittings@21#. We have therefore

FIG. 3. Representative examples of the 0g
2 v853 rotational

spectra obtained for different values ofv2. The relative transition
amplitude is dimensionless.~a! v2 fixed to a 0g

2(J852)→1u(v)
transition near the 4S16D asymptote.~b! v2 fixed to a 0g

2(J8
54)→1u(v) transition near the 4S16D asymptote.
c-

e
-

s
n-

takeng512 MHz which is simply twice the atomic natura
linewidth @10,22#. The numerator in Eq.~1! contains a
squared dipole matrix element that determines the strengt
each resonant transition. The resonant rates include an a
age over all initial states, a thermal average over incid
energy and a sum over all unresolved final states. In addit
we insert a factorh to represent the efficiency with whic
the probe laser atv2 makes observable products. For th
present analysis, we assumeh is independent of the interme
diate quantum numbersv8, J8. As discussed in the experi
mental section, this approximation is not strictly valid whic
leads to an increase in our final fit uncertainties.

In more detail, the excited bound state wave functionf is
labeled by its vibrational quantum numberv8, rotational
quantum numberJ8, parity p8, andb8 to represent all other
quantum numbers needed to define the wave func
uniquely ~including nuclear spin degrees of freedom!. The
experiment did not resolve any hyperfine structure in
spectra and therefore the excited state nuclear spin degre
freedom are simply summed over. The ground-state w
function of the two colliding atomsC is labeled byf, the
total spin angular momentum of the pair,l the mechanical
rotation ~sometimes denoted as the partial wave!, the parity
p, and a represents all other quantum numbers needed
uniquely define the quantum state. Here,f denotes the vecto

sum of each atom’s total spin angular momentum,fW5 fWa

1 fWb wherea andb label each atom. The collision energy
defined asE. The ground and excited states are coupled
the electronic dipole operator represented by\V. The final
quantity to be defined isnf which represents the populatio
of atoms in the collision entrance channelf. For a randomly
polarized gas of identical particles, this weight is given
nf5(2 f 11)/N$ f a , f b% where N$ f a , f b%5(2 f a11)(2f b11

1d f a , f b
)/(11d f a , f b

) is the total number of distinct symme

trized spin channels. It should be noted that averaging
dipole matrix elements over initial states cancels both
2 f 11 factor above and the 2l 11 factor in Eq. ~1!. The
exact form of Eq.~1! is slightly different than that given in
Ref. @9#. This is simply the result of using a different angul
momentum coupling scheme and, in fact, the two equati
are equivalent.

A. Excited state

Radial wave functions for the ground and excited sta
are key quantities required for the evaluation of Eq.~1!. We
begin with a discussion of the excited state. The excited-s
potential can be described to first order by the simple a
lytical model of Movre and Pichler@10,23#. It has been
shown@24,25# that for the lowest few vibrational levels th
bound state energies can be calculated quite accuratel
simply including higher order corrections to this mode
Since we are considering onlyv850 –6 in our analysis, this
approximate description of the potential will suffice.

We generate the39K2 0g
2 adiabatic potentials following

the method outlined in Ref.@17#. The 232 Hamiltonian
which describes theV50 Hund’s casec states is given in a
Hund’s case a representation (3Pg ,3Sg

1) by
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H5S VP1VP
R2

D

3

A2

3
D

A2

3
D VS1VS

RD , ~2!

where D557.706 cm21 represents the atomic spin-orb
splitting. The electrostatic molecular interactionVL8 is accu-
rately represented for largeR by a multipole expansion with
the coefficients given in Table I:

VL852 f P/S
C3

P/S

R3
2

C6
P/S

R6
2

C8
P/S

R8
. ~3!

Retardation effects are incorporated intof P/S. These have
the form @18#

f P5cos~R/l!1~R/l!sin~R/l!2~R/l!2 cos~R/l!,

f S5cos~R/l!1~R/l!sin~R/l!. ~4!

Here,l5l4S→4P/2p is the transition wavelength. We use a
approximate rotational Hamiltonian, including only the dia
onal matrix elementsVL8

R which are given by@26#

VP
R5

\2

2mR2
@J8~J811!12#,

VS
R5

\2

2mR2
@J8~J811!14#. ~5!

The off-diagonal terms are negligible for the low-lying v
brational levels.

The J8 dependent 0g
2 potentialsVJ8 are obtained by first

diagonalizing Eq.~2! and then adding nonadiabatic diagon
corrections@27#. Bound state energiesEv8J8 and single chan-
nel wave functionsxv8J8(R) are now easily obtained in th
potentialsVJ8. The radial part of the excited state wave fun
tion fv8J8(R) is then written as anR-dependent linear com
bination of the two Hund’s case a basis functions

fv8J8~R!5(
L8

bL8
J8 ~R!xv8J8~R!, ~6!

wherebJ8(R) is the eigenvector obtained from the diagon
ization of Eq.~2!.

TABLE I. The excited-state long-range dispersion coefficie
used in this work@Eq. ~3!# are taken from Ref.@17#. The coeffi-
cients are given in atomic units.

Coefficient P S

C3 28.436 16.872
C6 6272 9365
C8 762 300 1 975 000
-

l

-

-

B. Ground state

Construction of the ground-state potentials begins w
singlet@15# and triplet@14# adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer po
tentials derived from spectroscopic data. The spectrosc
potentials are matched smoothly onto a long range poten
which includes long range spin exchange@12# and dispersion
@28# contributions. Our final singlet and triplet potentia
support 86 and 27 bound vibrational states, respectively,
39K2. We vary the zero energy phase shifts of these pot
tials by adding a small correction to the inner walls@6#

DV~R!5H CS tan21F S R2Re

DR D 2G , R,Re ,

0, R.Re .

~7!

Here S50 or 1 denotes the total electronic spin,Re is the
minimum of the relevant potential, andDR is a width param-
eter, which we took to beDR52 Bohr. Combining these
potentials, which are diagonal in a basis of total electro
spin S, with the atomic hyperfine and mechanical rotati
Hamiltonians produces a realistic set of coupled molecu
potentials.

In the absence of bias magnetic fields~as in this experi-
ment!, total angular momentum,FW 5 fW1 lW, is conserved in
the collision of two ground-state atoms. Further, neglect
the weak magnetic dipole interaction implies that bothfW and
lW are separately conserved. We can therefore model the
namics of a cloud (T;400 mK) of f a5 f b51 atoms with
five distinct Hamiltonians:f 50,2 with l 50,2 and f 51, l
51. The Hamiltonians withf 51 and 2 contain a set of thre
coupled channels with one channel converging to each of
three hyperfine thresholds~denoted asf a1 f b). The f 50
Hamiltonian is a two channel case with the second chan
converging to the uppermost~212! hyperfine threshold. The
~111! entrance channel is the only channel open asR→`.
However, the closed channel components of the multico
ponent ground-state wave function cannot be neglected
they can still provide a substantial portion of the radial ov
lap integral~see Fig. 1!.

At this point, one could generate the multicompone
ground-state wave functions by directly integrating the rad
Schrödinger equation. However as mentioned, the rad
overlap integral contains a coherent sum over open
closed channel components. This is important because
first obvious trend in the spectra is the absence of oddJ8
peaks for most of the vibrational levels. These nontriv
interferences of the radial wave functions make it difficult
visualize a convenient placement of the nodes which wo
produce such a suppression in the spectra. In order to
complete confidence that our final fits to the measured d
were unique, we undertook a complete search of sing
triplet parameter space. The additional computational bur
of thermal averaging made direct integration extremely in
ficient. We therefore generated the ground-state wave fu
tions using multichannel quantum defect~MQDT! tech-
niques developed in Ref.@29# ~see also Refs.@30–32#!.

The MQDT approach allows us to represent the indep
dent solutions of the radial Schro¨dinger equationM (E,R)
for R>40 a.u. in the following manner:

s
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PRA 60 4421DETERMINATION OF 39K SCATTERING LENGTHS . . .
M ~E,R!5 f l
0~e,R!2gl

0~e,R!Ksr. ~8!

Here, f l
0 and gl

0 are diagonal matrices of energy-analy
reference wave functions evaluated at energiese i relative to
channel i ’s threshold,e i5E2Ei . The notation used her
assumes the entrance channel threshold defines zero en
The single channel reference wave functionsf l

0 ,gl
0 are de-

scribed in detail in Ref.@29# but it suffices here to remar
that these wave functions are good solutions of the Sc¨-
dinger equation in the presence of the long range poten
The correct linear combination of these reference wave fu
tions which satisfy standing wave boundary conditions
controlled by the short range reactance matrixKsr. To a very
good approximationKsr, which encapsulates all the mult
channel physics, is energy independent@29#. For a given
singlet and triplet phase shift, we therefore need only so
the coupled Schro¨dinger equations at a single energy. T
energy dependence of the wave functions derives solely f
the single channel reference wave functions and these
independent of the singlet and triplet phase shifts.

However, at this point,M does not satisfy proper scatte
ing boundary conditions. These can be imposed with the
lowing transformations which incorporate the four lon
range MQDT parametersA(E,l ), G(E,l ), h(E,l ), and
b(E,l ) described in Ref.@29#. First, we apply ann3n0
transformation matrixB(E) which imposes exponential de
cay of the wave function in the asymptotically closed cha
nels ~i.e., those withE,Ei). Heren is the number of chan
nels ~which are symmetrized and labeled byf a , f b) and for
our casen0, the number of open channels, is simply 1.B(E)
is given by

B5S 1

2~ tanb1KQQ
sr !21KQP

sr D , ~9!

where 1 represents ann03n0 identity matrix and tanb is a
diagonal matrix of negative energy phases. The labels on
short-range reactance matrix represent a partition into o
channel~those channelsi PP, for which e i.0) and closed
channel~those channelsi PQ, for which e i,0) subspaces
An energy normalization constantN(E) provides the final
boundary condition in the open channel and is obtained
equatingM B at largeR to the ‘‘physical solution’’Mphys.
The derivation ofN(E) is given in the Appendix. An energy
normalized real standing-wave radial wave function for
ground-state is then given by

C f l
E ~E,R!5M f l~E,R!Bf l~E! Nf l~E!. ~10!

C. Radiative coupling

The final piece of theory needed is the electronic mole
lar dipole matrix element. As discussed, the atomic el
tronic wave functions do not overlap significantly at the
ternuclear separations at which transitions occur. The dip
operator is therefore given as a sum of individual atom
dipole operatorsrWa1rWb . Representing the molecular ele
tronic orbital as a linear combination of atomic orbitals@33#
ensures that only one atom absorbs a photon. We first ev
ate the matrix elements in the Hund’s case a basis t
project the ground-state basis functions onto a separ
rgy.

o
l.
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atom hyperfine basis. As a test of our formulation we ha
checked that all dipole selection rules are obeyed and tha
lifetime of all 0g

2 rotational levelsJ8,MJ8 are equal to one
half the atomic lifetime@22,10#. As a final test that all the
pieces of our theory have been integrated properly we h
reproduced the Na spectra illustrated in Ref.@6#.

IV. RESULTS

We begin the analysis by choosing scattering lengths@i.e.,
CS in Eq. ~6!# for the singlet and triplet ground-state pote
tials. From this pair of potentials, a synthetic rotationalJ8
50 –4 progression is generated for vibrational levelsv8
50 –6 via Eq.~1!. A ‘‘match’’ to the measured data require
that the calculated relative intensities and linewidths o
rotational progression within a givenv8 agree within experi-
mental bounds simultaneously for each vibrational levelv8
50 –6. We assume a constant cloud temperature, estim
to be 4006100 mK, for all vibrational levels. Absolute in-
tensities are quite uncertain, requiring us to normalize e
vibrational spectrum toSpeak(J852)51. In addition, we ad-
just the absolute PA laser frequencyv such that the blue
edge of the synthetic and measuredJ852 lines are aligned
for each vibrational spectrum. The absolute intensity and
solute frequency are the only two adjustable fit parame
incorporated into the theory.

We used the data obtained from the 4S16D autoionizing
final state exclusively in the final determination of th
ground-state potentials. The uncertainties associated with
final autoionizing step were better characterized for this d
and therefore more precise bounds on scattering len
could be obtained. The ground-state potentials were then
tematically varied such that the singlet and triplet scatter
lengths ranged between6`. The search of singlet/triple
phase space combined information on all rotational peak
eas and theJ852 linewidth for vibrational levelsv8
50 –6. The uncertainties in these quantities obtained fr
several scans of the experimental data determined the
bounds placed on the scattering lengths. A comparison
spectra calculated with our ‘‘nominal’’ set of potentials
shown in Fig. 4. TheJ854 relative intensity is the main
discrepancy between experiment and theory. This can be
tributed to optimizing the double resonance experiment us
the J852 intermediate level which then underrepresents
J854 intensities~see Fig. 3!. These searches were conduct
for C6 ranging from 3600–4000 a.u. which is approximate
65% of the nominal value~3813 a.u.! given in Ref.@28#.
The final results are given in Table II. The table also tra
lates these results into scattering lengths for other K isoto
Atomic parameters for each K isotope are listed in Table

The analysis of the 0g
2 spectra is simplified somewhat b

the following selection rules. The parity of a 0g
2 rotational

wave function is (21)J811 @6#. The ground-state wave func
tion parity is simply (21)l . Therefore, dipole selection rule
restrict transitions from ground-state collisions in even p
tial waves l to even rotational levelsJ8 and likewise odd
partial waves to oddJ8’s. More specifically,s-wave colli-
sions contribute toJ850,2, d-wave collisions contribute to
J850,2,4 andp-wave collisions contribute only toJ851,3.
In addition the 0g

2 electronic state for like atoms has
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FIG. 4. Comparison of experimental~dashed line! and theoretical~solid line! relative transition amplitudes~dimensionless!. The synthetic
spectra was calculated using our nominal set of potentials,as5140 a.u.,at5217 a.u., andC653800 a.u., assuming a cloud temperature
400mK. Rotational assignmentsJ8 are indicated in each graph. It is believed that the red wing of theJ850 experimental peaks correspon
to additional flux obtained fromf 511 f 52 collisions. These collisions were not theoretically modeled since they contribute little t
spectrum.
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nuclear permutation symmetry which requires (21)J81I 8 to
be odd, whereI 8 denotes the quantum number associa
with the total nuclear spinIW5 iWa1 iWb .

The measured spectra show several distinct trends. F
the p-wave features are almost entirely missing from all

TABLE II. Singlet and triplet scattering lengthsa ~in a.u.! and
quantum defectsm ~dimensionless! for collisions among different

pairs of potassium isotopes assuming a constantC̄653800 a.u. The
scattering length is related to the quantum defect through the
lowing formula @29,38#: a52C2 tan(pm)/@11G(0)tan(pm)#
whereC250.9579(2mC6)1/4, m is the reduced mass of the atom
pair andG(0)521.0039. The singlet quantum defect uncertaint
are 20.011

10.019 for each collision pair, independent of theC6 value. Fi-
nally, the uncertainties associated with each triplet quantum de

and its variation withC6 is given by: m t5m̄ t18.0(1025)(C6

2C̄6)20.06
10.04.

Isotopes as m̄s
at m̄ t

39139 14029
16 0.460 217625 0.039

40140 10525
13 20.445 194235

1114 0.388
41141 8563 20.366 6528

113 20.268
39140 2128

14 0.002 24602`
1330 0.212

39141 11365 20.474 205240
1140 0.379

40141 250218
19 0.089 104211

120 20.441
d

st,

brational scans exceptv850 and 2. Second, the relative in
tensity of theJ854 ~pured wave! peak is found to be quite
large in all the scans. This is somewhat surprising since
height of thed-wave centrifugal barrier is roughly 1.5 mK
and at cloud temperatures around 400mK one would expect,
in the absence of resonances, thed-wave features to be sup
pressed by the Wigner threshold law. Finally, theJ852 line-
widths are quite large;35 MHz compared to the other ro
tational lines;25 MHz. The analysis of the measured da
will focus on these particular features. In the following di
cussion we generalize somewhat the contributions of e
feature to the limits placed on scattering lengths. Howev
we want the reader to keep in mind that it is only through
combination of these spectral features that a unique par
eter region is found on which limits are ultimately placed

The largeJ852 linewidths are a particularly interestin
feature. We find that these linewidths are a result of a br

l-

s

ct

TABLE III. Mass in 12C amu, nuclear spini, and ground-state
atomic hyperfine splittings of the K isotopes. A negative value oD
indicates an ‘‘inverted’’ hyperfine structure.

Isotope Mass i D ~MHz!

39 38.963 707 3/2 461.72
40 39.963 999 4 21285.79
41 40.961 825 3/2 254.01
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f 50 d-wave shape resonance, at an energyER51.15
60.35 mK with a width D50.560.2 mK. The spectra
width provides a fairly sensitive probe of the position of t
shape resonance. Figure 5 shows the effect on theJ852
linewidth as the position of the shape resonance is varied
ER is moved to larger energies, thed-wave contribution to

FIG. 5. Comparison of theJ852 linewidths versus the position
ER of the f 50 d-wave shape resonance. The no resonance
indicates thes-wave contribution to the linewidth. The position o
the resonance controls the relatived-wave contribution to the peak
and the amount it is redshifted relative to thes-wave contribution.
The relative transition amplitude is dimensionless.
s

J852 shifts to the red of thes-wave contribution thereby
increasing the overall width ofJ852. However, ifER be-
comes too large relative to the cloud temperature the ther
averaging suppresses thed-wave intensity contribution effec

se FIG. 6. The dashed lines indicate the energy positionER given
in mK of the d-wave shape resonance in theas-at plane. The solid
rectangle represents our allowed individual singlet and triplet
rameter ranges (C653800 a.u.! including the 6100 mK uncer-
tainty in cloud temperature. The hatched region indicates the
rameter space excluded by the absence of thef 52 g-wave shape
resonance.
ed
FIG. 7. Comparison of experimental~closed circles! and theoretical~solid line! J852 linewidths. The synthetic spectra was calculat
using our nominal set of potentials,as5140 a.u.,at5217 a.u., andC653800 a.u., assuming a cloud temperature of 400mK. Relative
transition amplitudes are dimensionless.
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tively reducing the linewidth. Similarly, ifER is moved to
smaller energies not only is the red shift reduced but
d-wave contribution with its extra (2l 11) phase space fac
tor @see Eq.~1!# overwhelms thes-wave contribution and
again the linewidth is reduced. The largeJ854 peaks are
also a by-product of this shape resonance and their hei
are quite sensitive to the position of the resonance. Th
constraints forceER to lie in the range 1.1560.35 mK cre-
ating an ‘‘allowed’’ strip in Fig. 6. In particular, the positio
of the resonance depends sensitively on the singlet scatte
length and thus imposes tight bounds on this quantity. Ho
ever, because the resonance is near the top of the centri
barrier and therefore quite broad the spectral linewidths
relatively insensitive to theC6 value. In fact, we find the
bounds on the singlet scattering length are unchanged w
C6 is allowed to vary between 3600–4000 a.u. Allowing
quarter linewidth uncertainty on eachJ852 peak, we find
the following value for the singlet scatteringas514029

16 a.u.,
which is in good agreement with Ref.@13#. ~The bounds on
as are somewhat more conservative than reported previo
in Ref. @34#.! Comparison of theJ852 measured linewidths
with our ‘‘best’’ fit potentials are shown in Fig. 7. Finally, i
should be noted that thisf 50 d-wave shape resonanc
manifests itself in other features seen in the 1u spectra@9#.
However, we do not agree on the exact position of the re
nance and therefore have different constraints on the sin
scattering length. We believe this discrepancy indicate
limitation of the ‘‘naive’’ PA theory which disregards th
effect of the ionizing laser. This point is discussed in mo
detail in Ref.@9#.

There is, in fact, another bound onER . We find that rais-
ing ER above ;1.3 mK introduces an additiona
f 52 g-wave shape resonance@35#. The existence of a
g-wave resonance should manifest itself in the 0g

2 spectrum
as an additionalJ856 peak~as well as contributing toJ8
52 and 4!. However, there is no experimental evidence
an additional rotational peak. Also, the presence of ag-wave
resonance would be inconsistent with the 1u spectra@9#. The
exclusion of theg-wave resonance thus reduces slightly o
allowed parameter space~see Fig. 6!.

Placing bounds onat is somewhat more complex. On
aspect of this problem is to reproduce the suppression of
p-wave features as was also the case in Na@6#. However, in
Na the Franck-Condon overlap was controlled essentially
the wave function in the open channel and therefore a car
placement of a node in this produced the proper cancellat
In our case, the Franck-Condon overlap consists of a co
ent sum over the open channeland closed channel contribu
tions as emphasized in Fig. 1. The outer turning points of
closed channel potentials occur at roughly the same inte
clear separation as the inner turning point of the excited s
potential. This of course means that the closed chann
which are on their last half cycle at the Condon point, c
have a large effect on the radial overlap integral. Moreov
the shapes of the closed channel wave functions near
Condon point are essentially ‘‘fixed’’ inR, as they must
begin their exponential decay. Varying the singlet and trip
scattering lengths thus only affects the relative amplitude
the channels. For example, the amplitudes will be quite sm
whenas;at just as 87Rb spin exchange inelastic rates@36#
are suppressed by this criterion. It is therefore not obvi
e

ts
se

ing
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gal
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~or unique! where the open channel node needs to be pla
in order to reproduce the observed suppression of thep-wave
features for all levels exceptv850 and 2. However, having
already limited the available parameter space by conside
thed-wave shape resonance, we find unambiguously that
wave function nodes are bounded as follows:f 51, p-wave
node is 6826

19 a.u. and thef 52, s-wave node is 6223
14 a.u. The

positions of these nodes in our allowedas-at parameter
space are controlled almost exclusively by the triplet scat
ing length. Unfortunately the suppression of thep-wave fea-
tures is fairly robust in this region which is largely respo
sible for the bigger uncertainty in the triplet scatterin
length. Variations inC6 require a corresponding change
the triplet scattering length to preserve the nodal positio
We found changing the value of theC6 coefficient simply
shifted our allowed parameter region along the triplet axis
theas-at plane while preserving the area. We have theref
parametrized this dependence in the following man
at521720.045(C62C̄6)625 a.u., C̄653800. The two
most important scattering lengths for BEC are the trip
scattering lengthat and f 52 s-wave scattering lengtha2S .
From our final potentials, we finda2S522020.055(C6

2C̄6)245
135 a.u., in agreement with the results from theu

analysis@9#.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical analysi
the 0g

2 rovibrational spectrum. Comparing the synthe
spectra with the measured relative line intensities and li
widths allowed us to place fairly restrictive bounds on t
singlet and triplets-wave scattering lengths. We have show
that the spectral linewidths indicate the presence of af
50 d-wave shape resonance. However, this resonance
not provide conclusive information on theC6 coefficient. In
addition, the analysis has incorporated the MQDT ideas p
sented in Ref.@29#, which has dramatically improved th
efficiency of the theoretical calculations.

Particularly notable in our results is the first accurate
termination ofat for 39K which can be translated into triple
scattering lengths for other isotopic combinations by resc
ing the reduced mass. The unfortunately small and proba
negative scattering length in39K poses considerable disad
vantages for attaining BEC. The good news is that the41K
triplet scattering length is almost assuredly large and posi
and thus this isotope should be a good candidate for B
Also, 40K should have a large positive triplet scatterin
length making the proposition of a mixed-spin state deg
erate Fermi gas tangible. We have reported these cons
ations in detail in a separate study@34#. Our results for both
the 39K at anda2S scattering lengths are consistent with t
analysis of the 1u spectra@9#, and we find our triplet scatter
ing length for40K is consistent with the value extracted fro
a recent elastic scattering measurement@37#.
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APPENDIX

The following transformations and quantities are d
scribed in Ref.@29#. We begin with the asymptotic form o
the wave function which in our particular case has only
single nonzero component

M ~E,R!B →
R→`

f l
0~E,R!2gl

0~E,R!K̃, ~A1!

whereK̃ is given by the following transformation:

K̃5KPP
sr 2KPQ

sr ~KQQ
sr 1tanb!21KQP

sr . ~A2!

Next we introduce an energy normalized base pair of re
ence wave functionsf ,g

S f 0~R!

g0~R!
D 5S A21/2 0

2A21/2G A1/2D S f ~R!

g~R!
D ~A3!

which are phase-shifted relative to spherical Bessel solut
at R→`

f l~E,R!→kRA2m/pk@ j l~kR!cosh2nl~kR!sinh#,

gl~E,R!→kRA2m/pk@ j l~kR!sinh1nl~kR!cosh#.
~A4!
an

v.

P

e
.

G

D
ol

J

aa
.
en

u-

C

e

-

a

r-

ns

Here j l and nl are the standard spherical Bessel and N
mann functions,m the reduced mass of the atomic pair a
k5A2mE. The wave functionM 85M B at largeR can now
be written as

M 8→kRA2m

pkS tandscosh

A1/2K̃
D @~12tands tanh! j l~kR!

2~ tands1tanh!nl~kR!#, ~A5!

where we have introduced a new phase defined asds

5tan21@AK̃/(11GK̃)#. We can now determine the norma
ization constant by simply equating the QDT wave functi
NM8 to the ‘‘physical’’ wave functionMphys given asR
→` by

Mphys→kRA2m

pk
@ j l~kR!cosdp2nl~kR!sindp#, ~A6!

wheredp is the ‘‘physical ’’ phase shift and is given in term
of the MQDT parameters bydp5ds1h. Finally with a little
more manipulation, we can write the normalization const
solely in terms of the three long range MQDT paramet
A(E,l ), G(E,l ), b(E,l ), and the short range reactance m
trix Ksr

N~E!5S sinds

A1/2K̃
D . ~A7!
tt.
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